
Acceptable Fabrics 
Cotton, Uncoated Polyester, Fabric Blends, Lycra, Wool, Linen 
Excluding Nylon

Sizing Available 
Available Widths (in.): 14.5” & 19”
Available Lengths (ft.): 15’, 30’, 60’ & 90’  rolls

Has the look and feel of carbon fiber

 Pressure-sensitive carrier enables easy weeding and repositioning

Can be used with Plus & other lines to add value and pop to your designs

Thickness
12 mils/300 microns

Gravure printed patterns that add dimension to your designs

60° Blade 
Recommended

Cut this material
in mirror image

325°F

Medium, even 
pressure

15 Seconds

Peel Cold

Cold water,
gentle cycle,
low heat

°

R

PEEL

Special Precautions
   You cannot layer anything on top of or beneath this material.

   If pressing onto thin fabric, you need to put a Teflon Sheet inside the garment to ensure the 
adhesive doesn't transfer to the other side.
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White
CARB-100*

Royal Blue
CARB-522*

Flame Red
CARB-315*

Graphite
CARB-835*

Black
CARB-236*

Apple Green
CARB-625*

Orange
CARB-333*

Pink
CARB-307*

Silver
CARB-834*

Medium Yellow
CARB-450*

CARBON FIBER
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Test on dazzle cloth and other moisture-wicking polyesters. Moisture-wicking materials have better adhesion when washed and dried using no fabric softener or 
blotted with rubbing alcohol before pressing. Be advised that dye migration has occurred with low energy dyes in polyester and poly-blend fabrics. All technical 
information and recommendations are based on tests we believe to  be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee performance for conditions not under manufacturer’s 
control. Before using, please determine the suitability of product for its intended use. The user assumes all risk and liability, whatsoever, in connection with the use 
of this product. Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective by manufacturer.


